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WAY:HIY B.I$:LO$IYM $FNFH B.FR:BIY(IY B.AX:AMI$.FH
LAXODE$ WA):ANIY B:TOWK:-HAG.OWLFH (AL-N:HAR-K.:BFR
NIP:T.:XW. HA$.FMAYIM WF)ER:)EH MAR:)OWT ):ELOHIYM

1 Now it came to pass in the
thirtieth year, in the fourth
month, in the fifth day of
the month, as I was among
the captives by the river of
Chebar, that the heavens
were opened, and I saw
visions of God.

B.AX:AMI$.FH LAXODE$ HIY) HA$.FNFH HAX:AMIY$IYT
L:GFLW.T HAM.ELEK: YOWYFKIYN

2 In the fifth day of the
month, which was the fifth
year of king Jehoiachin's
captivity,

HFYOH HFYFH D:BAR-Y:HWFH )EL-Y:XEZ:Q")L B.EN-B.W.ZIY
HAK.OH"N B.:)EREC K.A&:D.IYM (AL-N:HAR-K.:BFR WAT.:HIY
(FLFYW $FM YAD-Y:HWFH

3 The word of the LORD
came expressly unto Ezekiel
the priest, the son of Buzi,
in the land of the Chaldeans
by the river Chebar; and the
hand of the LORD was
there upon him.

WF)"RE) W:HIN."H RW.XA S:(FRFH B.F)FH MIN-HAC.FPOWN
(FNFN G.FDOWL W:)"$ MIT:LAQ.AXAT W:NOGAH. LOW
SFBIYB W.MIT.OWKFH. K.:("YN HAXA$:MAL MIT.OWK: HF)"$

4 And I looked, and, behold,
a whirlwind came out of the
north, a great cloud, and a
fire infolding itself, and a
brightness was about it, and
out of the midst thereof as
the colour of amber, out of
the midst of the fire.

W.MIT.OWKFH. D.:MW.T )AR:B.A( XAY.OWT W:ZEH
MAR:)"YHEN D.:MW.T )FDFM LFH"N.FH

5 Also out of the midst
thereof came the likeness of
four living creatures. And
this was their appearance;
they had the likeness of a
man.

W:)AR:B.F(FH PFNIYM L:)EXFT W:)AR:B.A( K.:NFPAYIM
L:)AXAT LFHEM

6 And every one had four
faces, and every one had
four wings.

W:RAG:L"YHEM REGEL Y:$FRFH W:KAP RAG:L"YHEM K.:KAP
REGEL ("GEL W:NOC:CIYM K.:("YN N:XO$ET QFLFL

7 And their feet were
straight feet; and the sole of
their feet was like the sole
of a calf's foot: and they
sparkled like the colour of
burnished brass.

WIYD"Y )FDFM MIT.AXAT K.AN:P"YHEM (AL )AR:B.A(AT
RIB:("YHEM W.P:N"YHEM W:KAN:P"YHEM L:)AR:B.A(:T.FM

8 And they had the hands of
a man under their wings on
their four sides; and they
four had their faces and
their wings.

XOB:ROT )I$.FH )EL-):AXOWTFH. K.AN:P"YHEM LO)-YIS.AB.W.
B:LEK:T.FN )IY$ )EL-("BER P.FNFYW Y"L"KW.

9 Their wings were joined
one to another; they turned
not when they went; they
went every one straight
forward.

W.D:MW.T P.:N"YHEM P.:N"Y )FDFM W.P:N"Y )AR:Y"H
)EL-HAY.FMIYN L:)AR:B.A(:T.FM W.P:N"Y-$OWR
M"HA&.:MO)WL L:)AR:B.A(:T.FN W.P:N"Y-NE$ER
L:)AR:B.A(:T.FN

10 As for the likeness of
their faces, they four had the
face of a man, and the face
of a lion, on the right side:
and they four had the face
of an ox on the left side;
they four also had the face
of an eagle.

W.P:N"YHEM W:KAN:P"YHEM P.:RUDOWT MIL:MF(:LFH L:)IY$
$:T.AYIM XOB:ROWT )IY$ W.$:T.AYIM M:KAS.OWT )"T
G.:WIYOT"YHENFH

11 Thus were their faces:
and their wings were
stretched upward; two
wings of every one were
joined one to another, and
two covered their bodies.

W:)IY$ )EL-("BER P.FNFYW Y"L"KW. )EL ):A$ER
YIH:YEH-$FM.FH HFRW.XA LFLEKET Y"L"KW. LO) YIS.AB.W.
B.:LEK:T.FN

12 And they went every one
straight forward: whither
the spirit was to go, they
went; and they turned not
when they went.
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W.D:MW.T HAXAY.OWT MAR:)"YHEM K.:GAX:AL"Y-)"$
B.O(:AROWT K.:MAR:)"H HAL.AP.IDIYM HIY) MIT:HAL.EKET
B."YN HAXAY.OWT W:NOGAH. LF)"$ W.MIN-HF)"$ YOWC")
BFRFQ

13 As for the likeness of the
living creatures, their
appearance was like burning
coals of fire, and like the
appearance of lamps: it
went up and down among
the living creatures; and the
fire was bright, and out of
the fire went forth lightning.

W:HAXAY.OWT RFCOW) WF$OWB K.:MAR:)"H HAB.FZFQ 14 And the living creatures
ran and returned as the
appearance of a flash of
lightning.

WF)"RE) HAXAY.OWT W:HIN."H )OWPAN )EXFD B.F)FREC
)"CEL HAXAY.OWT L:)AR:B.A(AT P.FNFYW

15 Now as I beheld the
living creatures, behold one
wheel upon the earth by the
living creatures, with his
four faces.

MAR:)"H HF)OWPAN.IYM W.MA(:A&"YHEM K.:("YN T.AR:$IY$
W.D:MW.T )EXFD L:)AR:B.A(:T.FN W.MAR:)"YHEM
W.MA(:A&"YHEM K.A):A$ER YIH:YEH HF)OWPAN B.:TOWK:
HF)OWPFN

16 The appearance of the
wheels and their work was
like unto the colour of a
beryl: and they four had one
likeness: and their
appearance and their work
was as it were a wheel in
the middle of a wheel.

(AL-)AR:B.A(AT RIB:("YHEN B.:LEK:T.FM Y"L"KW. LO)
YIS.AB.W. B.:LEK:T.FN

17 When they went, they
went upon their four sides:
and they turned not when
they went.

W:GAB."YHEN W:GOBAH. LFHEM W:YIR:)FH LFHEM
W:GAB.OTFM M:L")OT ("YNAYIM SFBIYB L:)AR:B.A(:T.FN

18 As for their rings, they
were so high that they were
dreadful; and their rings
were full of eyes round
about them four.

W.B:LEKET HAXAY.OWT Y"L:KW. HF)OWPAN.IYM )EC:LFM
W.B:HIN.F&") HAXAY.OWT M"(AL HF)FREC YIN.F&:)W.
HF)OWPAN.IYM

19 And when the living
creatures went, the wheels
went by them: and when the
living creatures were lifted
up from the earth, the
wheels were lifted up.

(AL ):A$ER YIH:YEH-$.FM HFRW.XA LFLEKET Y"L"KW.
$FM.FH HFRW.XA LFLEKET W:HF)OWPAN.IYM YIN.F&:)W.
L:(UM.FTFM K.IY RW.XA HAXAY.FH B.F)OWPAN.IYM

20 Whithersoever the spirit
was to go, they went, thither
was their spirit to go; and
the wheels were lifted up
over against them: for the
spirit of the living creature
was in the wheels.

B.:LEK:T.FM Y"L"KW. W.B:(FM:DFM YA(:AMODW.
W.B:HIN.F&:)FM M"(AL HF)FREC YIN.F&:)W. HF)OWPAN.IYM
L:(UM.FTFM K.IY RW.XA HAXAY.FH B.F)OWPAN.IYM

21 When those went, these
went; and when those stood,
these stood; and when those
were lifted up from the
earth, the wheels were lifted
up over against them: for
the spirit of the living
creature was in the wheels.

W.D:MW.T (AL-RF)$"Y HAXAY.FH RFQIY(A K.:("YN HAQ.ERAX
HAN.OWRF) NF+W.Y (AL-RF)$"YHEM MIL:MF(:LFH

22 And the likeness of the
firmament upon the heads
of the living creature was as
the colour of the terrible
crystal, stretched forth over
their heads above.

W:TAXAT HFRFQIY(A K.AN:P"YHEM Y:$FROWT )I$.FH
)EL-):AXOWTFH. L:)IY$ $:T.AYIM M:KAS.OWT LFH"N.FH
W.L:)IY$ $:T.AYIM M:KAS.OWT LFH"N.FH )"T G.:WIY.OT"YHEM

23 And under the firmament
were their wings straight,
the one toward the other:
every one had two, which
covered on this side, and
every one had two, which
covered on that side, their
bodies.

WF)E$:MA( )ET-QOWL K.AN:P"YHEM K.:QOWL MAYIM 24 And when they went, I
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RAB.IYM K.:QOWL-$AD.AY B.:LEK:T.FM QOWL H:AMUL.FH
K.:QOWL MAX:ANEH B.:(FM:DFM T.:RAP.EYNFH KAN:P"YHEN

heard the noise of their
wings, like the noise of
great waters, as the voice of
the Almighty, the voice of
speech, as the noise of an
host: when they stood, they
let down their wings.

WAY:HIY-QOWL M"(AL LFRFQIY(A ):A$ER (AL-RO)$FM
B.:(FM:DFM T.:RAP.EYNFH KAN:P"YHEN

25 And there was a voice
from the firmament that was
over their heads, when they
stood, and had let down
their wings.

W.MIM.A(AL LFRFQIY(A ):A$ER (AL-RO)$FM K.:MAR:)"H
)EBEN-SAP.IYR D.:MW.T K.IS.") W:(AL D.:MW.T HAK.IS.")
D.:MW.T K.:MAR:)"H )FDFM (FLFYW MIL:MF(:LFH

26 And above the firmament
that was over their heads
was the likeness of a throne,
as the appearance of a
sapphire stone: and upon the
likeness of the throne was
the likeness as the
appearance of a man above
upon it.

WF)"RE) K.:("YN XA$:MAL K.:MAR:)"H-)"$ B."YT-LFH. SFBIYB
MIM.AR:)"H MFT:NFYW W.L:MF(:LFH W.MIM.AR:)"H
MFT:NFYW W.L:MA+.FH RF)IYTIY K.:MAR:)"H-)"$ W:NOGAH.
LOW SFBIYB

27 And I saw as the colour
of amber, as the appearance
of fire round about within it,
from the appearance of his
loins even upward, and
from the appearance of his
loins even downward, I saw
as it were the appearance of
fire, and it had brightness
round about.

K.:MAR:)"H HAQ.E$ET ):A$ER YIH:YEH BE(FNFN B.:YOWM
HAG.E$EM K."N MAR:)"H HAN.OGAH. SFBIYB HW.) MAR:)"H
D.:MW.T K.:BOWD-Y:HWFH WF)ER:)EH WF)EP.OL (AL-P.FNAY
WF)E$:MA( QOWL M:DAB."R

28 As the appearance of the
bow that is in the cloud in
the day of rain, so was the
appearance of the brightness
round about. This was the
appearance of the likeness
of the glory of the LORD.
And when I saw it, I fell
upon my face, and I heard a
voice of one that spake.
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